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Abstract
We shall show that it is decidable for binary instances of the Post Correspondence Problem
whether the instance has an in#nite solution. In this context, a binary instance (h; g) consists of
two morphisms h and g with a common two element domain alphabet. An in#nite solution ! is
an in#nite word ! = a1a2 : : : such that h(!) = g(!). This problem is known to be undecidable
for the unrestricted instances of the Post Correspondence Problem.
? 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let A and B be two #nite alphabets. In the Post Correspondence Problem, PCP
for short, we are given two morphisms h; g: A∗ → B∗ and we are asked whether or
not there exists a nonempty word w∈A∗ such that h(w) = g(w). The pair (h; g) is
called an instance of the PCP and a word w∈A+ is a solution of the instance (h; g)
if h(w) = g(w). The set of all solutions,
E(h; g) = {w∈A+ | h(w) = g(w)}
is called the equality set of the instance (h; g).
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The PCP is undecidable in this general form (see [9]). The borderline between
decidable and undecidable set of instances has been investigated in several occasions,
e.g., it is an easy exercise to show that the unary PCP, with unary domain alphabets,
is decidable. An instance (h; g) with h; g: A∗ → B∗ is binary, if the domain alphabet
A has two letters. Without restriction we can always choose A= {0; 1} in this case. It
was proved in [1] that the PCP is decidable for binary instances. In [4], a somewhat
simpler proof was presented. On the other hand, the PCP is undecidable for instance
with domain alphabets A satisfying |A|¿ 7 (see [8]).
In this paper, we shall consider in#nite solutions of the instances (h; g). Let ! =
a1a2 : : : be an in#nite word over A where ai ∈A for each index i. Two (#nite) words
u and v are comparable, denoted by u ./ v, if one is a pre#x of the other. We write
h(!)=g(!), if the morphisms h and g agree on !, that is, if g(u) ./ h(u) for all #nite
pre#xes u of !. We also say that such an in#nite word ! is an in7nite solution of the
instance (h; g). It was shown in [10] that there is no algorithm to determine whether
a general instance of the PCP has an in#nite solution.
Theorem 1. It is undecidable for instances I = (h; g) of the PCP whether I has an
in7nite solution.
A morphisms h: A∗ → B∗ is said to be marked if the images h(a) and h(b) of any
two diIerent letters a; b∈A begin with diIerent letters. We call the problem where
the instances are pairs of marked morphisms the marked PCP. Note that a marked
morphism is injective. Indeed, it is a pre#x coding, that is, a morphism in which no
image of a letter is a pre#x of an image of another letter. Actually, by [10], it can be
assumed in Theorem 1 that the morphisms in the instances are pre#x codings.
The following result was proved in [3] (see also [2]).
Theorem 2. It is decidable for instance I of the marked PCP whether I has an in7nite
solution. Indeed, it is decidable whether I has an in7nite solution beginning with a
given letter.
The proof of Theorem 2 in [3] used the decidability of the marked PCP for #nite
words which was proven in [5]. The second part of Theorem 2 is implicit in the proof
of the #rst part in [3].
We shall prove that the existence of an in#nite solution is decidable for the binary
instances. In the proof, we shall use Theorem 2 and a reduction de#ned in [1], where
a given binary instance I was transformed to an equivalent instance of the binary
marked generalized PCP. Recall that an instance of the generalized PCP consists of
four words p1; p2; s1; s2 ∈B∗ and two morphisms h; g: A∗ → B∗. In the problem, we
are asked whether or not there exists a word w∈A∗ such that
p1h(w)s1 = p2g(w)s2:
While considering the existence of in#nite solutions the end words s1 and s2 of the
instances can be omitted. In fact, it is suLcient to study the in#nite solutions of the
instances of the marked (ungeneralized) PCP.
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Note that if E(h; g) contains a nonempty element w, then ww : : : is an in#nite solution
of the instance (h; g). However, the existence of an in#nite solution of (h; g) does not
imply that there is a #nite solution of the instance.
Next example shows that the problem is not trivial. Consider the instance where h
and g are de#ned by
a b
h a baa.
g aab aa
The equality set E(h; g)={}, but !=a2b2a4b4a8b8 : : : is the unique in#nite solution
of the instance (that counts the powers of 2). Note that from this example it also follows
that an in#nite solution need not be regular, that is, accepted by a #nite automaton. Note
also that if E(h; g) is generated by two words—which is possible—then the instance
has uncountable number of in#nite solutions. The form of the equality set for binary
instances has been recently studied in [6,7].
We shall now #x some notations. The empty word is denoted by . The length of a
word u is denoted by |u|. A word u∈A∗ is said to be a pre7x of v∈A∗, if there exists
w∈A∗ such that v = uw. This will be denoted by u6 v. Also, if u =  and w =  in
v= uw, then u is a proper pre#x of v, and, this is denoted by u¡v. Recall that u and
v are comparable, u ./ v, if u6 v or v6 u. The longest common pre#x of the words
u and v is denoted by u ∧ v. If v= uw then we also denote u= vw−1 and w = u−1v.
2. Reduction to marked binary generalized PCP
The PCP for binary instances was shown to be decidable in [1]. There the basic
idea of the proof was that each binary instance (h; g), for h; g: A∗ → B∗, is either
(1) periodic, i.e., h(A∗) ⊆ u∗ for a word u∈B∗, or
(2) it can be reduced to an equivalent instance of the binary generalized PCP with
marked morphisms.
Then it was proved in [1] that both of these two cases are decidable.
In this section, we present the reduction from the binary instances of the PCP to
instances of the marked generalized PCP. In the next section, we show that in both of
the above cases (1) and (2) the existence of an in#nite solution can be decided.
Note that in the (generalized) PCP we can always assume that the image alphabet B
is binary, since any B can be embedded into {0; 1}∗. For example, if B={b1; b2; : : : ; bm},
then ’: B∗ → {0; 1}∗, where ’(bi) = 01i for all 16 i6m, is such an embedding.
Therefore, in the binary case we shall assume that
A= {0; 1}= B:
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Let h: {0; 1}∗ → {0; 1}∗ be a nonperiodic morphism. Clearly, h is then nonerasing.
Let h(0)=h. For a word w, denote by wi the pre#x of w of length i. De#ne a morphism
h(1) by
h(1)(x) = (h(x)1)−1(h(x)h(x)1) for x∈A:
In other words, the images of h(1) are the cyclic shifts of the images of h. Now
de#ne recursively h(i+1) = (h(i))(1) for i¿ 1. Now, for each i, let j be such that j ≡
i (mod |h(x)|) with 06 j¡ |h(x)|. Then
h(i)(x) = (h(x)j)−1(h(x)h(x)j):
For any two words u; v∈A∗, it is well known that uv= vu if and only if u and v are
powers of a common word. It follows from this that the maximum common pre#x of
h(01) and h(10) has a length at most |h(01)| − 1, since h is nonperiodic.
The following lemma was proved in [1] (see also [4,2]).
Lemma 1. Let zh=h(01)∧h(10) and denote m=|zh|. Then h(m) is a marked morphism
and h(m)(w) = z−1h (h(w)zh), for all w∈{0; 1}∗. Moreover, for any w, if |h(w)|¿m,
then zh6 h(w).
Let (h; g) be a binary instance of the PCP. Assume further that h and g are nonpe-
riodic. Let zh be as above, m= |zh| and n= |zg|. We may assume, by symmetry, that
m¿ n.
The following lemma is again originally from [1] (see also [4,2]).
Lemma 2. A binary instance (h; g) of the PCP has a solution if and only if the
instance ((z−1g zh; ); h
(m); g(n); (; z−1g zh)) of the generalized PCP has a solution.
In the next section we shall prove a similar theorem for in#nite solutions.
3. Innite solutions
In this section, we shall prove our main theorem: the existence of an in#nite solution
is decidable for the binary instances. In the proof the construction of the marked PCP
turns out to be quite useful also in this occasion.
We begin with a simple case of the periodic instances, i.e., instances where at least
one of the morphisms is periodic. Recall that a morphism h: A∗ → B∗ is periodic, if
there exists a word v∈B+ such that h(a)∈ v∗ for all a∈A.
Lemma 3. It is decidable for periodic binary instances I of the PCP whether or not
I has an in7nite solution.
Proof. Let I=(h; g) be an instance of the PCP such that h; g: {0; 1}∗ → {0; 1}∗ where
h({0; 1}) ⊂ v∗ for a word v∈{0; 1}+. Let |v|= k and let = vv : : : be the in#nite word
with period v. It is clear that ! is an in#nite solution of the instance I if and only if
g(!) = , since h(!) =  for all !.
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Such a solution ! exists if and only if there exists a word w with |w|= k + 1 such
that g(w) is a pre#x of . Indeed, suppose that g(w) is a pre#x of  for w and denote
by wi the pre#x of w of length i. Then g(wi) = vti vi for some ti¿ 0 and vi6 v. Since
the word v has k pre#xes diIerent from v, there are indices i¡ j such that vi = vj.
Let u= w−1i wj. Then g(wi−1u
k)∈ v∗vi for all k¿ 0, and != wi−1uu : : : is an in#nite
solution of the instance.
On the other hand, if the instance has a solution, then the existence of such a word
w is trivial.
Let I = (h; g) be a binary instance of the PCP with nonperiodic morphisms and let
((z−1g zh; ); h
(m); g(n); (; z−1g zh)) be the equivalent instance of the binary marked gener-
alized PCP provided by Lemma 2. Let # be a new marker symbol. We de#ne a new
instance (h′; g′) of the marked PCP, for h′; g′: {0; 1; #}∗ → {0; 1}∗, as follows:
h′(#) = #z−1g zh; h
′(a) = h(m)(a) for a∈{0; 1};
g′(#) = #; g′(a) = g(n)(a) for a∈{0; 1}:
It is obvious that the instance (h′; g′) is marked, but it is not binary anymore.
Lemma 4. A binary instance (h; g) of the PCP has an in7nite solution if and only
if the instance (h′; g′) of the marked PCP has an in7nite solution beginning with #.
Proof. Assume #rst that h(!) = g(!) for an in#nite word ! = a1a2a3 : : : : Let w be
a pre#x of !. Then h(w) and g(w) are comparable. Denote
x = a|w|+1a|w|+2 : : : a|w|+m;
where m= |zh|. Then, trivially, we have
h(wx) = (zh(z−1h (h(wx)zh)))z
−1
h = (zhh
(m)(wx))z−1h ;
g(wx) = (zg(z−1g (g(wx)zg)))z
−1
g = (zgg
(n)(wx))z−1g
and therefore (zhh(m)(wx))z−1h ./ (zgg
(n)(wx))z−1g , and so
(#(z−1g zh)h
(m)(wx))z−1h ./ #g
(n)(wx)z−1g :
Since |h(m)(x)|¿ |zh| and |g(n)(x)|¿ |zg|, we obtain
(#z−1g zh)h
(m)(w) = h′(#w) ./ #g(n)(w) = g′(#w):
Therefore, !′ = #! is an in#nite solution of (h′; g′).
In the other direction, let #! be an in#nite solution of (h′; g′). Then, for all pre#xes
w of !,
(#z−1g zh)h
(m)(w) = h′(#w) ./ g′(#w) = #g(n)(w)
and hence
#(z−1g zh)(z
−1
h (h(w)zh)) ./ #z
−1
g (g(w)zg):
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It follows that h(w)zh ./ g(w)zg and also that h(w) ./ g(w). Therefore, ! is an in#nite
solution of the instance (h; g)
Theorem 3. It is decidable for binary instances I of the PCP whether or not I has
an in7nite solution.
Proof. For periodic instances the claim follows from Lemma 3. If I is a nonperiodic
instance, then, by Lemma 4, the problem is equivalent to checking whether an in-
stance of the marked PCP has an in#nite solution beginning with a speci#c letter. This
decidable by Theorem 2.
It seems that the form of the in#nite solutions, or even the possible characterization
of these solutions, can be reached by considering the algorithm for the marked case.
However, for this we would need to study the properties of the actual algorithm which
is quite involved. Therefore, this is left for further research.
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